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ACCURATE DETlli{MINATION OF THE 
IONIZATION ~18RGY IN 
SEMICO~mUCTOR DErECTORS 

Richard H. Pehl, Fred S. Gouldi ng 
Donald AoLandis and Martin Lenzlinger 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 
. Berkeley, California, September 1967 

ABSTRACT 

UCRt-17770 

.The ~verage energy € expended for electron-hole pair generation' 

in silicon and germanium lithium-drifted detectors by gamma rays, 

electrons, and alpha particles has been measured as a function of 

temperatl,ll'e. 

These data indicate that the difference between €a and Ee- in 

silicon is considerably less than previously reported, and in ger- . 

manium €a '" €e-· 

Detector Radiation Temperature E 
oK ~V/pair 

8i a 300 3 0 62 ±0.02 
S1 e-· 300 3.67 ±O.02 
Si 'Y 300 3.67.±0.02 
Si 'a 90 3.76 ±0.02 
S1 e- 90 3.81 ±0.02 
Si 'Y 90 '.3.81 ±0.02 
Ge a· 90 2.96 ±0.04 

.Ge e- . , 90 2.96 ±0.02 
• Ce 'Y 90 2.96 ±0.02 

I .. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Several years ago an Italian groupl) reported a rather larGe difference 

in the value of E, the average energy required to produce an electron-

hole pair, for alpha particles relative to electrons in silicon. UsinG 

5.486-MeV alpha particles from 241Aro and 363.8-keV electrons from l13Sn 

they found values of Ea =3.61 ±0.01 eV and Ee- = 3079 ±0.01 eV at a 

temperature of 300oK. Their data were obtained using surface":'barrier 

detectors. Later Emery and Rabson2) reported the same E values at 3COoK 

using aLi-drifted Si detector. The latter group extended the measure

ments over a wide temperature range" and also determined € for germanium 

with grumna rays. 

Since we felt it was rather difficult to account for such a large 

difference of the, ionization c3~,":!re;y (about 510 at 300~K and nearly 101, 

at 75°K) between alpha p~ticles and electrons we have undertru~cn an 

e~~ensive program ,of determining Ej either to convince ourselves that 

such a large difference really exists, or to obtain counter information. 

This included using higher energy particles - cyclotron produced - in 

addition to a number of sources, and with a much larger survey of detectors. 

,In addition we felt our results would not require 'the long extrapolation 

to infinite field that the previous values have been based on since vre 

could apply far higher bias than was done in the previous measurements. 

More recently Klein3) proposed to ac~ount for this difference by 

-. making a correction for backscattering effects on the data obtained using 

external electron sources. Hmvever, such a correction is not pertinent 

because, although many of the incident electrons are backscattered from 

the d~tector, these electrons produce a voltage signal that is in general 

much smaller tha~ the signal of interest. Consequently the position of 

the full-energy electron peak is not ap~prec:i_ably displaced. If the dif

ference in measured ionization yield were caused by backscattering one 

would expect to find a difference betvleen gamma rays and electrons also. 

But, as will be, shown, no such difference in the measured ionization 

yield is discernible. 
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II.· EXPEHIMBNrl'AL S1!.WP 

Our results are bused on three separate experimental setups al

though all three setups use the same electronic scheme. Figure 1 is 

a bloc1c diagram of the entire electronic chain used, and fig. 2 shmTS 

a schematj.c diagram of the pulser-test capacitor system. The average 
Ee 

cnerc;y per electron-hole pair can be expressed as E :::: "if' "There E is 

the energy of the incident radiation, e is the electron charge, and 

Q. is the charge created in the de·tector. Thus the goal is to cor.:!)e..re 

the charge created in the detector "'Tith a knmm charge .. The determin

ation of this charge requires the measurement of the voltage step 

from the pulser and the calibration of the series test capacitor. 

This ~ssumesthat all the voltage from the pulser appears across the 

test capacitor - an assumption that will be justified belm.r. 

Ca.libration and evaluation of the 1'.lU1Gcr'involved the followine: 

a) Calibration of the fUll scale voltage: The output voltage from 

the voltage source, powered by.a 1.;)V Hg battery, was adjusted by 

the calibration potentiometer Rl to .1.000V, as measured bya digital 

voltmeter that reads to 10-4 V, and was calibrated and repeatedly 

checkedaeainst a zener diode reference .source accurate to 0.001%. 

b) Linearity and zero error: A discrepancy of about 1 part in 500. 

,"a~ observed between the € value measured '-Then the voltage step ',ras 

about 2; mV compared with the value measured when the voltage step 

was about 220 mV. Such a discrepancy could arise because of either 

a zero error of about 50 p.V or a nonlinear.1ty of the 10K Del<::apot •. 

The linearity of' this potentiometer "'Tan claimed to be ±0.01% \{ith 0. 

resolution of 0.003%; our careful calibrations did not indicate any 

nonlinearity tha.t could o.ccount for the observed discrepancy in the 

measured € values. : The He: relay itself "'Tas apparently introduci ns 

a zero error since "'Then the relay-charging capacitor system was 

changed to a configm"ation Similar to the one used by Emery and Rabson2). 

\ the discrepancy roughly doubled) and "'Then the voltage source was in

creased by an order of magnitude to decrease the percentage zero error 

'. 
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[a reference zener diode (IN945) was used ~s the voltage sou~ce) the 

discrepancy was not greater than about 1 part in 2000 - not discern

ible within the precision of the measurement. For this measure~ent 

a capacitive attenuator placed immediately in front of the test capac

itor reduced the voltage across the capacitor so that the 10K Deka?ot 

could be operated at approximately the same position as when the He 

battery was the voltage source. 

c) Pulse shape: No correction for decay of the pulse was necessary 

because a .step function was generated. The Hg relay "Ims mou..'1.ted vey:y 

close to the test capacitor (about 5 em) thus eliminating anytermi.na

tionproblems. 

d) The pulser was operated at different fre,quencies, not synchronous 

"Tith the power line frequency, thus eliIlli.."lat:ing the possibility of 

ripple adding. synchronously with the signals. 

e) Different pulse driver rates and widths were used to check for 

proper operation of the pu~ser system. 

f) Both polystyrene and ceramic charging capacitors were used in the 

pulser to evaluate the chance of having any significant charge storage. 

effects. 

For the more extensive measurements upon Which the bulk of this 

paper is based, a Vitramon VY12C porcelain capacitor with a nominal 

value of 0.5pF was mounted in a brass .tube as shown in fig. 2; this 

construction provides a well shielded and stable unit. The test . , 

capacitor' was directly connected. to the gate lead of the FET (see 

fig. 1) through a BNC and about 4 cm of wire. Calibration of the 

capacitor was done on a l620A General Radio bridge used in the three 

terminal mode. The -calibration of the bridge was checked with a 

l403K General' Rad1~o' standard Capacitor that had a known accuracy of 

0.0510. This calibration was done a number of times during the course 

of the experiment, and no differences from the value of 0.2900 

±o .0005pF "Tere measured ~ 
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To answer the question of '\vhether esse~tially the entire voltage 

step was occurring .across the test capacitor, the effective ir.put 

capacity of the preamp was measured. Since a' 35pF load caused about 

a 0. 7~1o change in the gain, the effective input capactty was about 

5000pF. The error introduced by assuming that the entire voltage step 

occurred across th~ test capa~itor is'about 0.29 parts in 5000; thus 

this introduces a negligible e'rrar in the determination of test capac

itor charge. 

For the preliminary measurements made.at the cyclotron a test 

capacitor of 4.338pF was used, and a test capacitor of O. 767pF -~ras 

used for the preliminary measurements with an alpha particle source. 

A new high-resolution, high-rate preamp, amplifier system '\oTas 

used4) .. This system provides a Gaussian-shaped pulse that peaks at 

2. 25 ~sec, which· should be sufficient to mal<:.e the ballistic deficit 

negligible. Although no switching of the shaping time constant is 

provided in this amplifier, when brief tests were made on other ampli

fiers the apparent value of the charge collected did not increase .Then 

the time constant was lengthened to 5 I-lsec. The signal then 'vent ' 

through a bias amplifier, and was recorded in a 102~ channel pulse 

height analyzer. 

· ( -8 ) The test chamber was maintained at high vacuum '" 10 romHg by 

a diffusion pump equipped with a liquid-nitrogen trap. Cooling of 

the detector was obtained from a cold finger into which liquid nitrogen 

.... ras usually place~j for the '\farmer measurements on the Si detectors 

solid CO2 + acetone was used. A powGr transistor served as the adjust. 

able heat source that maintained the detector at whatever temperature 

desired. The different temperatures were measured with a calibrated 

thermocouple. Since the thermocouple could not be placed, in direct 

contact with the detector durihg the actual experiment the tempera

tures recorded may be somewhat in error. However, vThen the thermocouple 

vTaS placed in direct contact with a Si detector for temperature cali-
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1n.'ut:i.on', consistent readinGs were obtalned 'vithin a f'cy/' clegrces) o.:1d 

the ad,di tional thermal load of ,the thermocouple i t:::;elf could aecOl.;,:."~ 

for the small difference. The repeatubili ty of the detector tE;mp(:.!r~.1-

ture relative to the thermocouple reading over a period of several 

months appeared to be perfect because the variation of detector leak

age current as a function of thermocouple reading '\-las very reproQ.1,..;,cible. 

III • MEASUREMENTS 

Our first experiment was done at the Berkeley 88-inch variable 

energy cyclotron several years ago, and must be considered 0. prelim

inary measurement. At the time the detector temperature could not be 

varied - all measurements were consequently made at room temperature, 

about 290 oK. Beams of 24 and 30-MeV alpha particles were measured' 

with Li-drifted Si detectors of both 1 and 2 ~n thic~~esses; in addi

tion a diffused-junction Si detector was, used for the 24-MeV alpha par

ticles. 

Unfortunately, the cyclotron beam energy cannot be measured accur

ately enough to be used as a primary standard. However, by looking 

, at the difference between two well knOVTn energy levels one can obtain 

an energy difference that is relatively independent of the beam energy. 

For example,.we observed the scattered alpha beam at 20 deg. from a 
12 ' thin C target, and ,used the energy difference between the ground 

state and the first excited level at 4.l~33 MeV. Assuming our beam 

energy is 30.0-MeV when in reality it i~30.5-MeV, (and from a com

bination of magnet calculations and range-energy measurements we 

certainly should lmow the beam energy to within 1%) we ma~ ask , .. hat 

error is introduced into the supposed energy difference. With 50-MeV 

incident alpha particles the energy differe~ce is 4.429 MeV" whereas 

this difference is 4.427 MeV jf the incident alpha particles are 

30.5 MeV. Thus our energy accuracy is better than 1 part in 2000 -
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probably much better. 

One can go through a similar argument to show that \-re undoubtedly 

knOlv the scattering angle \'lith ,sufficient accuracy to essentially 

eliminate any kinematic factor. Furthermore, the target "!·Tas suffic

iently thin that for the incident energies used, scattered particles 

corresponding to the ground state and the 1, .• 433-MeV level \-Tere de

graded in energy abnost the same small extent. The result of this' 

exper:i.ment was = 3.64 ±0.02 eVe 

The second experiment was a1so,done several years ago using the 

same series of detectors used at the cyclotron, but with a 228Th 

source that provides alpha particles of etght d.ifferent' energies 

ranging from 5.31+4 to 8.785 MeV. These measurements, \-Thich \-Tere al

so made at room temperature, were consistent ,with the cyclotron data. 

The rest of this discussion will be concerned with the third, and 

by far the most extensive experiment, which is still being actively 

pursued. The :first part of these data are based on two Li-drifted 

Si detectors that have been ·studied over a temperature range from 

90° to 250
0
K; and with electrons from 114.86 keY (57Co ) up to 1048.1 

keY (207Bi ), 121.97 keY gamma rays (57CoL and alpha particles from 

5.344 to 8.785 MeV (228Th and 241Am).We were able to apply 1000V 

bias, and found that € did not differ \-Then vIe used 700 or 1000V, 

therefore no extrapolation to infinite field.has been necessary. 

To make an accurate comparison of €a to €e- the "window thickness" 

between the incident radiation . and the active volume of the detector 

. must be accurately determined. As described in the· follow'ing, three 

different method.s of measuring the rrwindmT" have been used. Since 

we obse~ved 12-keV resolution from the alpha particle source, as 

illustrated in fig. 3, the total rrw:indmr" could not be more' than 

0.21-1- of Si eCJ.uiva1erit, when other factors lnf1uencing resolution are 

accounted for. The "window" thiclmess measured by observing the vari

ation of pulse height wj.th the angle of incidence, of alpha particles 
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1ms also about 0.2l.t. A window of this order wa.s also measured by 
.- r, 

observing the position of the eK electron conversion peaks fro~ )iCO. 

Figure 4 shows a 57Co spectrum that demonstrates this measurement. 

8ince the binding energy of the K electron in Fe is 7.114 keVone 

'V'ou1d observe this energy, difference between the gamma ray peal:s and 

their respective eK conversion peaks if the detector and source .... Tere 

absolutely "window1ess ll
• (This assumes €e- = E....;' a most logical 

as sunlption , and as will be shown, our data strongly support this 

hypothesis. A correction must also be made for the app1:i.ed b:L<1s. 

In the case shown a negative bias of 1000V shifts the electron :Dcaks 

,by 19 channels to the left because of the repulsion.) If 0.2~ of 

8i equivalent were between the 57Co so~rce and the active VOlillfiC of 

the detector the eK electrons Would be degraded in energy by about 

0.2 keV. This corresponds to displacing the center of their peaks 

by four channels. Since the resolution of the eK electrons was 

about 21 channels (1.1 keY) i and the resolution of the 121.97-keV 

grumna ray was about 19 channels (1.0 keY) a relative shift of four 

channels is easily discernible. Unfortunately the intensity of the 

l36.33-keV gamma ray is insufficient to allow an equally precise 

determination from it and its corresponding eK electron pea}~, how

ever, it does provide a useful cross check. 

A 'Vindow" of 0.2~ of 8i equivalent would increase the value of 

Ea by at most 0.02 cV. Since we obtained the same Ea at 700V bias 

as at 1000V the window contribution from the Si itself was completely 

negligibl~, as shown by the following calculation. We will assume 

the detector is operating with sufficient bias to be almost tota1~y 

depleted but a thin layer of the origj.nal p-type 81. is present near 

the entrance face. The effect of increasing the bias from 700 to 

lOOOV will be to deplete part of this thin layer of p-type Si, and 

we "Tish to Imow how much the bmmdary of the depleted region ,{ill 

advance toward the entrance face. The calculated capacity of a 3 mm 

thick plane parallel silicon detector when operated in a totally 
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depleted mode is 3.5pF/cm2 and, therefore, a change of 300V causes 

a charge Q to flow through this capacitY.There: 

( -~ , '-w 
Q = CV = 3.5 x 10 F) C500V) ::; 10.5 x 10 Coul. 

Since the acceptor concentration of the original p-type Si .io.S about 

1013 acceptors/cm3 the acceptor concentration in the assumed thin 

layer of p-material cannot be more than this. If a thickness t of 

this 8i is depleted the charge removed must be: 

(1013 acceptors/cm3) (1.6 x 10-18 Coul/acceptor) t. 

Equating this to Q we find the thiclmess of Si that would be depleted 

by the additional 300V is 6.51-1. But the measured "ifindowll was the 

same at 700 and 1000V bias so even at 700V there apparently was no 

window contribution from the 8i itself. 

Our best resolution on the 975.57-keV electrons from 207Bi ifas 

2.3 keV at 200 o
K. The electronic resolution w~s l.l~ keV under those 

conditions. At 90 0 K the electronic resolution was 600 eV. 

Figures 5 and 6 summarize our results on Si. Neglecting possible 

unknoiffi systematic errors the accuracy of each individual measurement 

is encompassed within the circles·around.each point. 
. 

The data shown 

were 'obtained over a period of about three months; points obtained 

from a series of measurements made \fithout any intervenll1g system 

change ShOYT even less spread. Over the temperature range studied € 

appears to be a linear function of the temperature. Since the vari

ation of the forbidden energy gap, EgJ with tempe~ature (obtained from 

absorption measurements) is not a linear function)), if our € data . 

are Plotted va. Ee; (see· fig. 7) one does not obtain a linear rela

tiom:hip as WOuld be expected from a simple model. Making a short 

linea.r extrapolation to 300o K, we obtain Eo: = 3.625 ±0.02 eV, 

in excellent agreement with the published valuesl ,2,6,7), and our 

cyclotron data. This value does not include any I\rindow" correction, 

io.'. 
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but as stated earlier such a correction is less th-'1n 0.02 eV. 

However, the s~e extrapolation to 300 0 K results in E _ = 3.67 . ' e 
±0.02 eV, considerably lower than the published valuesl ,2). The 

error~ placed on our values are based on 'an esti.."'llate of systematic 

errors; since the same syst.em "las used for di;termining Ea and Ee

the difference between these values should be determined very accur

ately. Thus it now appears tr.l13.t, although there may be a sliCht 

difference between Ea and E _, this difference appears to be cf the e 
order of 1% instead of 5%. 

Figure 8 compares our Ee- data against the published values2) 

as a function of temperature~ Note that not only are the Ee- values 

we have measured lovler, but the rate of change of Ee- is less. This 

difference is more marked at colder temperatures, indicating that 

an apprecjable amount of charge rr~y have been trapped in the previous 
J 

work. As can be seen from figs. 5, 6 and 7we find that the rate of 

change of € as a function 01' temperature is the same for electrons 

and alpha particles, whereas the previous work2) gave a considerably 

greater rate of change for electrons than for alpha particles. In 

fact, for €a we not only agree in absolute value but also in rate 

of change with the previous work. 

In the second part of this eA."Per~ent, one of our "thin windovr" 

Ge detectors8 ) was used in the same system. This detector was 

studied over a temperature range from 900 to 1800 K, and ,nth the 

same sources used for the 8i detectors; in addition, gamma rays of 

1173.23 and 1332.48 keV from a 60Co source were used. Once again 

the ability to apply a high bias, greater than 2000V, eliminated 

the need of extrapolating' to infinite field. Figure 9 shows a 

spectrum of the 1063.58-keV gamma ray and its corresponding K, L 

and M internal conversion electrons from a 207Bi source. The 

window vIas sufficiently thin that these relatively high energy 

electrons vTere not appreciably degraded - as shown by the e~:ccllen~~ 
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resolution and the proper energy displacement from the ga.."T1.ma ray 

peak. Hm·rever.1 obtaining a window, too t was thin enough to provide 

'consistently high calibre data from an alpha particle source ?roved 

to be a difficult problem. It has not been possible to maintain as 

thin a 'findOlf as ,one vTould like, but good alpha particle data cas 

nevertheless been obtaiPcd9). Figure 10 presents an alpha particle 

spectru;n observed when the w:indOl\Y was a minimum. The 14-keV resol

ution indicates tr..at the IIwlndowlf ,{as only slightly Greater tr.:an the 

"window" pres~nt on the Si detectors. Thus we should be able to 

make a fairly accurate comparison of €a to Ee- in Ge. 

Figures 11 and 12 sUJllIllarize our results on Ge. Although the 

accuracy of each individual measurement for electrons and gmnma 

rays is equal to that obtained from the Si detectors, the Go data 

showed additional fluctuation when the system'lfas opened, and the 

Ge detector was given a new surface treatment. Such an operation 

caused the measurement to vary by as much as 0.01 eV, although the 

total spread introduced by a series of surface treatments Ivas not 

more than 0.,01 eV. The Si detectors did not undergo any surface 

treatments during the course of the experiment. A window correction 

of about 0.02 eV is included for the alpha particle data; such a 

correction is needed to make the treatment of the alpha particle 

data in Si and Ge equivalent. No window correction has been made 

to the electron data plotted since only po'ints from 207Bi are 

shown, and the,energy of these electrons is suffiCiently high to 

make a idndow correction nec;ligible. I·'or any given :cun there I?aS 

no difference (less than 0.002 eV) bebleen the value of E measured 

for electrons and gamma rays. 

Over the temperature range studied E in Ge does ,not appear to 

be a linear function of temperatur.e as 'fas the case for Si. In 

fact, the derrree of nonlinearity results in a linear relationship 

betvleen E and the published variation of E",5) for Ge' ,within the 
o 

., 
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accuracy of our data as illustrated in fig. 13. Making a short 

extrapolation to 77°K we obtain E = 2.97 ±O.02 eV for both electrons 

and gamma. rays, in excellent agreement with the published values2,lO). 

For alpha particles we find the same E value as for electrons al

though the additional "window" problem makes these data less precise. 

To reduce the window problem, and to further the general investigation, 

€ ih Ge will soon be measured using long-range particles at the 

cyclotron. 

IV. ·SUMMARY 

These results indicate that in Si there may be a slight dif

ference between-C-~a and €e-, but this difference appears to be of 

the order of 1% instead of 5% as previously reportedl ,2). Why 

our data exhibit much less difference has not been resolved. How

~ver, preferential hole trapping could account for the ·observed 

difference. When an alpha particle source is used the holes do 

not have to travel as far as they do when an electron source is 

used, consequently there is more chance of the holes being trapped 

in the latter case. This would decrease the amount of charge col

lected for the incident electrons, and the apparent value of E 

that is measured vTOuld increase. Since our initial measurements 

on Ge indicate that Eo: #v Ee- one is lead to susPr'ct that Eo:"" "e

in Si also, and that the differences that have been observed are 

not fundamental. However, the.data for Ge are not precise enough 

at present to use as a conclusive point aga~nst the'Si results. 

The fact that the relationship between E and Eg apparently is 

linear for Ge whereas it is not linear for 3i is rather su:eprising, 

and certainly worthy of more study.· 
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FIGURE CAPrIONS 

Fig. 1 •. B1Qck diagram .of the electronic equipment. 

Fig. 2. Schern.a:ticdiagram of the pulser-test capacitor systcm. 

Fig. 3. Example .of an alpha paJ;'ticle energy spectra from a 228Th 

source. ~he broadening of the hj.gher energy peal-:.s is 

caused by the additional cffective source thicYJlef~G seen 

by alpha particles emitted later 1n the decay chatn dl.:i.C 

to the recQil .of the daughter nuclei ~ HOi"ever, this' 

additional SQurce thiclmess is not sufficient to intro-

duce any measurable ,nonlinearity intQ an. energy vs. 

channel number plot over,the energy range observed. The 

pulser peaks ,.,ere recorded simultaneously ,,,ith the alpha 

particles. 

Fig. 4 •. Example of an energy spectra from a 57Co source. Si~::0: 
the binding energy' of the K electron in Fe is 7.114 keY 

.one wou.ld observe this energy difference betvTe~n the gamma 

ray peaks and their respective eKelectron conversion 

peaks if the detector and. source ,,,ere absolutely l\rindow..;. 

less ll
• The resolution of the eK electron conversion peaks 

was 1.1·keV,and the resolution of the l2l.97-keV garr®a 

ray peak "Tas 1.0 keV. 

Fig. 5 •. Ionization energy for electrons and gamma rays in Si as 

a function .of temperature. 

Fig. 6. Ionization energy for alpha particles in Si·as a function 

of temperature. 

Fig. 70 Ionization energ~ in S1 as a function of the forbidden 

enerb'Y gap. 

• 
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Pig. 8. Comparison of our ionization energy data for electrone ir:. 

Si against the published values. 

Fig. 9. Partial energy spectrwn from a 207 Bi source shm-rinc; the 

1063.58-keV gainma ray and its corresponding K, Land M 

internal conversion electrons. It is interesting to note 

that the 1.8 keY resolution for the 975.57-keV electrons 

is slightly better than we have ever observed with a Si 

detector. 

:F'ig. 10. Partial alpha particle energy spectrum f'rom a 228Th source. 

During the course of the experiment the "windo,\-T" on the 

Ge detector was usually greater than '\-Then this spectrum. 

was obtained, . consequently the typical resolution varied 

from 16 to 20keV. Hovrever) the data presented in f'ig. 12 

are based on spectra obtained under conditions equal to 

what is shown here. The broadening of the higher energy 

peaks is caused by the additional effective source thick

ness seen by alpha particles emitted later in the decay 

chain due to the recoil of the daughter nuclei. 

Fig. 11. Ionization energy for electrons and gamma rays in Ge as a 

fUnction of temperature. 

Fig. 12. Ionization energy for alpha particles in Ge as a function 

of .temperature. A window correction of 0.02 eV has been 

includ~?-. 

Fig. 1.3~ Ionization energy in Ge as a function of the forbidden 

energy gap. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mlSS10n, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






